1. Briefing Charts

2. CTP Samples (two rev minimum):
   a. Look Ahead
   b. R-14 - Inflight Ground Tracks
   c. R-47 - Camera Data
   d. R-64 - Nominal Coverage and Consumption Data
   e. R-65 - DISIC/Emergency Film Consumption Data
   f. R-125 - Flight Line Weather Forecast
   g. R-127 - Flight Line Assessed Weather
   h. R-200 - Command and Control Time Lines
   i. R-201 - CTP Daily Swath Plot
   j. R-202 - CTP Camera Operation Selection
   k. R-204 - H-Timer Program Data (CLOVER)
   l. R-205 - CTP Postpass Data
   m. R-208 - Premission Statistics
   n. R-210 - HPA Summary and Look Ahead

3. Duty Officer Logs

4. Film Summary Logs

5. Messages:
   a. Launches
   b. Malfunctions
   c. Recoveries
   d. Commendations
6. Mission Critiques
7. Mission Coverage Statistics (NPIC Publications)
8. Polaroid Photos of Mission Boards
9. Reports Control Manuals
10. Technical Manuals
11. Miscellaneous Documents